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BCT Inc., a PCA transportation Company

How a driver
from Russia
sees the war
Note: The war in Ukraine is
fluid and some of this story is
based on what was happening
in the war towards the end of
March.
Yury Gourdin is a thoughtful
man who has a unique perspective on Russian President Vladimir Putin and the war in
Ukraine. He was born in the
USSR in the territory we know
as Russia.

Owner-Operator Yury Gourdin loading his chip trailer in Northern
Washington. He left the USSR shortly after the Berlin wall was dismantled. Now a US citizen, he has a unique perspective on the war.
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Gourdin left the USSR with
his wife Taskira in 1990, shortly
after the collapse of the Berlin
Wall. They came to the United
States and eventually settled in
Coeur D Alene, Idaho and became an Owner-Operator hauling wood by-products out of the
Wallula terminal.
On Mr. Putin: “Obviously he
is ambitious, vainglorious, capricious, unpunished, smart,
sneaky, powerful man with manners and characteristics of Stalin and Hitler,” Gourdin said. “He
is not shy about shaking the nuclear bomb, breaking legal and
secret agreements, rules and
laws.”
“So, the Russian leader is a
cruel psychopath. It looks like
(Continued on page 6)
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Three preventables moves AFR to
.96 per million miles of driving
Three preventable accidents
during March made
a big difference in
the Accident Frequency Rate (AFR)
for the year.
There was only
one preventable
Randy Bailey
accidents in the
Driver
Services
first two months
and
Safety
of the year. As a
result, the year-to
date AFR is at .96 accidents per
million miles of travel.
“The preventable accidents
we had all involved rushing, not
taking the time evaluate the situation before making a move.,”
said Randy Bailey, Manager of
Driver Services and Safety.
Two of the preventables were
credited to Company Drivers

ACCIDENT
FREQUENCY

while one was posted by an
Owner-Operator.

ACCIDENT
FREQUENCY
2022 3-Month AFR
Preventable* AFR**

January
February
March
Total

0
1
3
4

0.00
0.78
1.93
0.96

*Any accident in which our
driver failed by defensive driving to
do everything reasonable to prevent
the accident.
** The number of preventable
wrecks per million miles of travel.

Welcome to new and
returning drivers who have joined
the ranks of BCT, Inc. and Boise
Trucking Operations during the
past month.
Roberto Armenta of Kennewick,
Washington March 10 as a new Company
Driver for Wallula.
Terry Dolberry of Waco, Texas March 14
as a new Company Spotter for Waco.
David Goss of Nampa, Idaho March 21 as
a new Company Driver for Boise.

2021 12-Month AFR
Preventable* AFR**

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Total

2
2
1
4
3
3
1
0
2
1
1
0
20

1.38
1.56
0.59
2.45
2.00
1.82
0.65
0.00
1.29
0.65
0.71
0.00
1.10

*Any accident in which our
driver failed by defensive driving
to do everything reasonable to
prevent the accident.
** The number of preventable
wrecks per million miles of travel.

Earn extra cash!
Check out our Driver-to-Driver
bonus program for current drivers who
help us connect with future drivers.
Page 12.
If you’re an Owner-Operator who
knows a driver who would be a good
‘fit’ for BCT ...

Call 1-800-544-5989, Opt. 5.
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Focus of coming Roadcheck is wheel end components
Randy Bailey, BCT Manager
of Driver Services and Safety reminds all drivers that the Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance
(CVSA) International Roadcheck
will be conducted May 17-19 with
a focus on wheel ends.
International Roadcheck is a
72-hour high-visibility, highvolume commercial motor vehicle
inspection and enforcement initiative. Commercial motor vehicle
inspectors in Canada, Mexico
and the U.S. will conduct North
American Standard Inspections of commercial motor vehicles and drivers at weigh and inspection stations, on roving patrols, and at temporary inspection
sites.
Each year, CVSA focuses on
a specific aspect of a roadside
inspection. This year,
the focus will be on wheel ends.
Wheel end components support
the heavy loads carried by commercial motor vehicles, maintain
stability and control, and are critical for braking.
Violations involving wheel
end components historically account for about one quarter of the
vehicle out-of-service violations
discovered during International
Roadcheck, and past Internation-

al Roadcheck data routinely identified wheel end components as a
top 10 vehicle violation.

Violations involving wheel
end components historically account for about
one quarter of the vehicle
out-of-service violations
discovered during International Roadcheck.
During International Roadcheck, commercial motor vehicle
inspectors examine large trucks
and motorcoaches and the driver’s documentation and credentials. They use CVSA’s North
American Standard Inspection
Program procedures which are
the uniform inspection steps, processes and standards established to ensure consistency in
compliance, inspections and enforcement. Using the North
American Standard Out-ofService Criteria, also established
by CVSA, inspectors identify critical out-of-service violations that if
found, require the inspector to
restrict the driver or vehicle from
travel until those violations or
conditions are addressed.
Vehicles that successfully
pass a North American Standard
Level I or Level V Inspection

without any critical vehicle inspection item violations may receive a CVSA decal. In general,
a vehicle with a valid CVSA decal
will not be re-inspected during
the three months while the decal
is valid. Instead, inspectors will
focus their efforts on vehicles
without a valid CVSA decal.
“We want every vehicle on
our roadways to be in proper
working order for the safety of the
driver operating that vehicle and
everyone traveling on our roadways,” said CVSA President
Capt. John Broers with the South
Dakota Highway Patrol.
In consideration of COVID-19
and the health and safety of commercial motor vehicle inspectors
and drivers, law enforcement personnel will conduct inspections
following their departments’
health and safety protocols during International Roadcheck.
International Roadcheck is a
CVSA program with participation
by the U.S. Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Administration, the Canadian Council of Motor Transport
Administrators, Transport Canada, and Mexico’s Ministry of Infrastructure, Communications
and Transportation.

Are you carrying all of the required
documents to meet federal regulations?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical card
CDL
Truck registration
Insurance certification
Federal annual inspection
IFTA permit

•
•
•
•

Interchange agreement (company
trucks)
Copy of contract (Owners)
Trailer registration
Required oversize permits depending
on operation

These must be up-to-date and complete to avoid violations and/or citations
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Driver reminder: Check your loads
We had an incident
at the OCC drop lot last
week where a trailer almost turned over. Apparently, the load had
shifted in route to the
mill or had been loaded
incorrectly.
It demonstrates how
important load balance
is and how important it is
for drivers to inspect
their load before leaving
a shipper as well as notifying someone if there is
a load shift.

-Steven Crain
DeRidder Terminal Mgr.
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Congratulations and ‘thank you’ to our
top Miles-Per-Gallon performers of March

Owner Operators
It’s time to start thinking about renewing the
Heavy Vehicle Use Tax

BCT continues to offer the
service of filing the HVUT for
owner operators and provide an
installment payment plan to cover the annual fee. All owner operators will receive a letter in
their settlements, asking if they
want to file themselves or have
BCT file for them. Whatever the
choice ALL need to sign and return the form to Driver Services. For those who choose to
participate, they need to complete the letter by confirming
and/or updated the information
provided. This is the time to
make any necessary corrections
so that the IRS can accurately
post your payment.
The second document mailed
to those who choose to have
BCT file, is a copy of the completed 2290 IRS tax form that
needs to be signed and returned
to Driver Services. Both documents are time-sensitive and
need to be returned as soon as
possible and can be emailed or
faxed. It is a lengthy process
that cannot be processed in a
timely manner without your cooperation.
Thank you up front for your
help. If you have any questions
at all please do not hesitate to
call Danelle Holt at (208)8051327 or email
danelleholt@packagingcorp.com
.

Diesel fuel will continue to be a significant operating expense for
the foreseeable future (#2 behind labor). We appreciate the efforts of
our drivers to help mitigate the high cost of diesel by minimizing idle
time and utilizing cruise control when it makes sense. Thank you!
Here’s the chart of top performers for the month of March.

-Dan Bernert
BCT General Mgr.
Driver

Dan Bier
Alfonzo Sanchez
Terry Blair
Karen Piedra
Mark Stevenson
Amalio Hernandez
Jeff Earp
Kevin Shields
Mark Barriger
Gerald Patrick
Ryan Holmes
Allan Wiseman
Darren Newell

Location

MPG

Truck

PCA Salem Corrugated

9.3

82407

PCA Salem Corrugated
PCA Salem Corrugated
PCA Salem Corrugated
PCA Salem Corrugated
PCA Salem Corrugated
PCA Salem Corrugated
PCA Salem Corrugated
PCA Columbus Corrugated
PCA Waco Sheeter
PCA Salem Corrugated
PCA Columbus Corrugated
PCA Columbus Corrugated

9.1
9.0
8.9
8.8
8.5
8.4
8.3
8.3
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.2

82408
82410
82381
82409
82406
82378
82375
82374
72280
82376
82401
82400

Practice Work Zone Safety
Work zones present many
hazards, like lane shifts, sudden stops, uneven road surfaces, moving workers and
equipment, and more. Unfortunately, fatal work zone
crashes continue to rise – so
it’s vital to take work zone
safety seriously:
•
•
•

•

Slow down, maintain extra following space, and be prepared to stop.
Obey all work zone signs and signals.
Scan ahead for changing traffic patterns, and be alert to
vehicles entering your blind spots.
Keep a sharp eye out for road workers and flag crews.
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Understanding Putin is
key to understanding
the war in Ukraine
(Continued from page 1)

he’s a fan of Bondiada. And now
everybody is watching his live
movie where he is…oh yeah…of
course, Bad Boy with Red Button.”
He sees the war as one between modern and barbarian civilizations for survival. “And it’s
very sorry Ukraine is the place of
the ‘Armageddon battle’.” Says
Gourdin: “The world is just waiting for James Bond who can stop
this crazy man from pushing the
red button.”
Understanding the person of
Putin is something Gourdin feels
very important. The Russian
president was a KGB agent in
Eastern Germany in the 1980’s.
He may have started gaining
wealth as a result of what
Gourdin describes as
“compromised evidence at least
on German elite.” He was chief of
the KGB (security agency) in the
late 1990’s and then elected

Call or check daily
terminal posting for
diesel fuel prices
For those not aware, there is
a recording on the dispatch line
with the current fuel prices at
both fueling stations and Trucking terminal locations.
To access the daily fuel prices, call our dispatch number –
800-544-5989, Option 1 for dispatch and then Option 7 for fuel
prices.
The TA, Pilot and Jubitz prices come from the price lists we
receive daily from each of the
companies. We receive updated
pricing Monday – Saturday.

Trucking
President of the Russian Federation in 2000. He had early accomplishments like stopping the
war in Chechnya, destroying
powerful oligarchy and improving
the life of ordinary citizens. His
wealth was estimated at $400

motivated patriots (who are) coldblooded, courageous, persistent,
smart, highly organized and very
skillful fighters.” He notes that
they are very efficient and accurate with Javelin anti-tank missiles…about 96%...” almost one
shot, one dead.”

“Ukrainian men showed
themselves to be very motivated patriots (who are)
cold-blooded, courageous,
persistent, smart, highly
organized and very skillful
fighters.”
-Yury Gourdin

Ukraine’s President Volodymyr Zelensky isn’t asking for
troops to support his defense efforts, Gourdin says. Instead he’s
asking for 500 Javelin and 300
Stinger missiles a day. He also
asks for Patriot missiles to get
high-flying military aircraft with
heavy bombs to stop the “cruel
total destruction of cities.” He
says the war will take a significant turn when those weapons
arrive and Ukraine has better
control of the skies.

billion.
But rather than enjoying his
accomplishments, Gourdin said
that Mr. Putin’s ambition to become a top global political leader
left him “deeply offended” that his
efforts to gain membership in the
G7 group of world economic
leaders, NATO and the European
Union all failed. That led him to
declare a new Cold War.
Gourdin seems to admire the
Ukrainian effort. “Ukrainian men
showed themselves to be very
Prices at our terminal locations are based on the fuel currently in inventory and updated
each time we receive a new load
of fuel.
They are also posted daily at
each Trucking terminal.

Call 1-800-544-5989,
Choose Option 1 for
Dispatch then Option 7
for fuel prices.

Gourdin believes that the final
outcome of the war will be a victory for Ukraine. And he feels Mr.
Putin must pay a heavy price for
creating the war. “The man responsible for all of this must be
captured dead or alive.”
Gourdin has friends and family still in Ukraine and Russia. In
fact, just recently, an uncle was
killed by a Russian shell.
He follows the war closely
and notes that things change
hourly. Learning about the war,
says Gourdin, requires finding
facts from a few different trusted
sources. Then he describes a
process: “After that, use your erudition to throw away obvious
fakes and primitive propaganda.
Next use your education to analyze it…to create a logical
chain…so-called cause and effect relationships. Don’t be a believer! Trust nobody! There’s no
simple answers for complicated
questions!” Gourdin adds: “Plus
… truth is not constant. One rubbish event and we’ve got an absolutely different pictured…like in
a kaleidoscope toy.”

Trucking
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Yury Gourdin

His path from Russia to trucking in the Northwest

The path of Yury Gourdin
Yury was 32-years-old when
another two years. “And about 11
from Russia to hauling wood
he left the USSR in 1990 even
years proudly for our BCT,” he
chips out of mills in Washington
though he was nearing complesaid.
state is anything but usual.
tion of a PhD program. “My PhD
Away from the truck, Yury
was ready...but it was time to
A former citizen of the USSR,
has many interests. He enjoys
go.”.
he was exposed to a more liberal
activities like boating, bicycling
view of the world
and cross-country
while attending uniskiing. He plays
versity in Russia.
piano, sings and
enjoys cooking.
“The University
Yury also particiatmosphere was very
pates in Russian
liberal and very attracbard song festivals.
tive for my young
body, soul and spirit.
Travel is also an
Plus, summers I spent
important interest
in an international
but it’s limited mostyouth camp working
ly to the states now.
as a Bay Watch
He had been back
guy...disco time, etc.”
to Russia a few
times after receivHe said conversaing his Green Card
tions with young peoallowing permanent
ple from other parts of
residency in the
the world “stirred my
US.
curious mind and encouraged me to take
BCT Owner-Operator Yury Gourdin and his wife Taskira
further action.”
Yury finished his university
“I was an ideological refuYury’s take on life:
education with a degree in figee,” Yury said, “needed fresh
“Our destiny is just the date
nance and economics. He then
air.”
of
birth
and date of death. That’s
worked for a mineral resources
He and his wife lived in Israwhat
is
written on our headstone.
company making economic estiel for two years and eventually
It
is
our
responsibility between
mates for it’s explorations and
ended up in the United States in
those
dates
to make our life colwas involved in several expedi1995.
orful
and
full
of events and adtions across the USSR.
When he left the USSR, he
ventures.
Along the way, he met and
was “stripped” of his citizenship .
married Taskira, his wife of more
After my death, God is watchHe was an illegal immigrant living
than 40 years. He was ethnic
ing a Movie of My Life...and I am
in New York. He worked as a
Russian and she was ethnic Tasitting and waiting for his final
dishwasher and later a waiter in a
tar. They were married in Taverdict with anxiety and tremGerman restaurant for a period of
tarstan, USSR.
bling.
time.
Freedoms for people in the
After watching the last
Yury received his Green Card
former USSR were limited, espescenes,
God cunningly narrows
in 1998 and became a US citizen
cially the freedom to travel
his
eye
and
asks me with a smile:
in 2003.
abroad, he said.
What do YOU think about YOUR
His trucking career started
“That’s why when the Berlin
movie? Does this movie deserve
about 15 years ago after attendWall collapsed and the Soviet
an Oscar for Best Screenplay,
ing a driving school. He worked
Iron Curtain cracked I used this
Best Director and Best Actwo years for Swift delivering
chance to escape from one bortor? ...Opps...Surprise!!!!! Life is a
Walmart loads to four neighboring reality to the world that allures
Great Performance. So the show
ing states then ran 48 states for
me so much.”
must go on.”
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CSA Reports for Owner Operators and Company Drivers
CSA
BASICS

UNSAFE
DRIVING

Intervention
Threshold

HOURS OFSERVICE

DRIVER
FITNESS

VEHICLE
MAINT.

CRASH
INDICAT.

ISS
Score

65%

65%

80%

80%

65%

Jan. 13, 2022

6%

67%

0%

78%

28%

85

Feb. 7, 2022

6%

66%

0%

73%

28%

85

Mar 7,2022

4%

66%

0%

75%

29%

85

Jan. 13, 2022

0%

0%

0%

14%

18%

29

Feb. 7, 2022

0%

0%

0%

16%

14%

33

Mar. 7, 2022

0%

0%

0%

14%

8%

32

BCT, Inc.

Company

Inc. = Inconclusive

No Vios = No Violations

* = Exceeds

Improving

Alert

I’ve been ‘retired’ for several
years now but Safestart is with
me every day. It lets my wife
Shawn and I fill a car with
grandsons and head out for
one of their track meets.
Thinking safely and sharing it
with family and friends is a
lifestyle that doesn’t end .
-Craig Lockwood
BCT Express Editor

Trucking
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Fleet grows, runs
safe with Henry

Waco Company Driver Elie Huhn (inset) helped out a bit with recruiting
in Texas with his comments “one of the best jobs I have ever had.”
Said Dan Bernert, BCT General Mgr. : “It doesn’t get any better than
drivers engaging in driver recruiting” as he shared Huhn’s comments
on LinkedIn, a social network for professionals.

Happy Anniversary
to all of our Salem
Dedicated Drivers!
Four years ago on April 1 is
when we started back up in Salem—Congrats to all of YOU
Pictured are the crew that was
part of that new beginning: (Back
row) Terry Blair ,Jeff Earp, Mark
Stevenson, Dan Bier, Ryan
Holmes, Larry Lynn, Robert Patterson (Front) Load Planner Jenny Walker, Terminal Manger Rebecca Moore, Shipping Manager
Gary Burk, Kevin Shields, and
Pat Gerber.
-Rebecca Moore
Terminal Manager

Congratulations to
Daniel for his third
year with BCT/
PCA.
When Daniel took
over the Southern
fleet in 2019 we had
Daniel Henry 12 Owner Operators. Last year we were up to 22
and today we have 19. He does a
great job conciliating and compensating his drivers for delays
and live loads in DeRidder, while
providing excellent service to
PCA customers, both external
and internal.
Most importantly, his trucks
are getting it done safely.
According to Randy Bailey,
BCT Manager of Driver Services
and Safety, his fleet AFR was
0.67 in 2019, 1.59 in 2020, 0.46
in 2021 and so far ZERO YTD.
All very respectable numbers.
Thanks for all you do Daniel,
we are fortunate to have you on
the team.

-Mike Hayes
Operations Mgr.
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Bumper, fender hurt
hitting post in yard

Trailer damaged
unloading in Eugene
A Company Driver reported
March 3 that a trailer had been
damaged during unloading at a
customer location in Eugene,
Oregon. Damaged 53-foot trailer has a hole in the roof.

Parked trailer hit
backing at DeRidder
A driver at the DeRidder
Mill backed into a parked trailer
the early morning of March 1
leaving a small hole in the nose
panel.

Loose trailer door
damaged at dock

In the morning of March 9,
a driver at PCA Houston was
backing into a spot when the
front bumper hit a yellow pole
causing damage to the bumper
and left fender.

PCA truck hit
during lane change
A Company Driver was
changing lanes in Nampa, Idaho as vehicle #2 started changing lanes and hit the right fender of the PCA vehicle. The
morning accident resulted in
scratches on the company truck
and left rear quarter panel damage on the Dodge that rammed
him the early morning of March
15.

Hinges damaged as
loose door hits cock

A Company Driver reported
March 8 that a trailer door latch
came undone and the door of
his 53-foot trailer fell off when it
hit the dock.

Five door hinges were damaged when a trailer door came
unlatched and struck the dock
plate in Columbus, Indiana
March 16. It was another early
morning incident.

Minor damage when
parked trailer is hit

Out-of-control car
hits truck in Dallas

A Company Driver in Columbus was backing into a tight
spot the afternoon of March 8
when he clipped a trailer
parked at the dock. Minor damage...torn tarp.

It was close to noon on I35 in Dallas, Texas March 17.
A Company Driver was
travelling southbound in the
third lane of traffic when the

driver of another vehicle lost
control and struck the right side
of the PCA truck. The truck received damage to the driver
step assembly, fender, muffler
and steer wheel. The car was
towed from the scene.

Fifth wheel lets go
during turn in yard
A spotter hooked up to an
empty trailer at DeRidder PCA
the morning of March 17.
He left the OCC dock,
weighed and started to circle
around onto the mill road when
the fifth wheel came unlatched
and the trailer fell. Landing gear
mounting brackets were bent.

Landing gear hit
near railroad track
The left landing gear of a 53
-foot van was damaged at DeRidder PCA the early morning
of March 24. The trailer landing
gear dug into the ground after
crossing railroad tracks.

Trailer hit in
congested area
A Company Driver was
backing into a congested area
of the dock the morning of
March 21 when he clipped a
parked trailer. Damage included the right front corner, electrical box and glad hands.

of fatal crashes in
work zones

involved at least
one large vehicle!
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Driver

Start

Location

Years

ALANIZ, RAUL F

4/5/2019

Wallula BCT

3

ALVARADO CASTANEDA, CIRILO A

4/6/2021

Wallula Container

1

Columbus Container

1

BARRIGER, MARK A

4/12/2021

BATES, RONALD W

4/4/2017

Waco Container

5

BENNETT, JAMES A

4/12/2021

Salem Container

1

BOLANOS, MARTIN

4/1/2015

Wallula BCT

7

BRITTON, JAMES J

4/2/2008

Columbus Container

14

CASTELO, CARLOS L

4/10/2014

Wallula Hurley

8

COOPER, STEVEN L

4/28/2021

Waco Container

1

COX, ROBERT S

4/12/2021

Waco Container

1

CRAIN, STEVEN A

4/27/1997

DeRidder Trkg

CRITNEY, NATHAN J
CRUZ, JUAN L

4/1/2019
4/23/2018

25

Columbus Container

2

Wallula BCT

4

DALTON, MICHAEL E

4/1/2019

Salem Container

3

DRAPER, SAMUEL O

4/10/2018

Waco Container

4

EVANS, SCOTTIE L

4/16/2012

DeRidder Trkg

FARIAS, BENJAMIN

4/30/2018

Wallula Container

4

HARRELSON, CRAIG

4/19/2021

LCC South BCT

1

LAMONT, VICTOR L

4/13/2020

DeRidder Trkg

2

MOHNS, MICHAEL

4/17/1994

Columbus Container

ROOS, TODD
TAMAYO, RAMON
THARP, CASEY
WILLIAMS, DERICK

4/6/2020
4/15/2020
4/8/2015
4/11/2016

10

28

Vancouver BCT

2

Wallula BCT

2

Vancouver BCT

7

Jackson BCT

7
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Winter brings tough
road conditions.
Tony Humburg

Fred
If you’re
an Owner-Operator
McCoy

Recommend a new
Owner-Operator to

BCT and earn cash!

Most accidents can be
avoided if you slow down
and increase following
distance.




Eric Jenkins

“Finding
good OwnerOperators is
important to
BCT. We
feel our own
-Pat Robinson
drivers are
the best source of new
people who meet our
safety and service
standards.”

Trucking
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Know passive and active rail signs and signals
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Kudos
One way we
thank others for their
help making our business
work and better serving our

Effort helps driver
joining trucking team
From Steven Crain
DeRidder Terminal Mgr.
I would like to thank Ron
Bates in Waco with his help taking care of the onboarding paperwork for David Willis, who lives
near Waco, but will be based out
of DeRidder. It really helped David and myself by expediting the
process and not requiring David
to come all the way to DeRidder
to get everything taken care of.
Thanks, Ron.

Two Commerce drivers
on top fuel saving list
From Abel Franco
Commerece Terminal Mgr.
I’d like to congratulate Commerce drivers Noel Rocha and
Michael Browning for making
the top ten list in MPG. Great job
guys!

Many helped get Waco
Truck to Boise yard
From Mike Hayes
Operations Mgr.
Thanks to all the folks who
helped get tractor # 72290 from
Waco, TX to Boise, ID. Victor
Lamont who volunteered to drive
the truck up during winter, and
somehow found our yard even
with faulty directions. Conda
Spellman for making travel arrangements to get Vic home,
even though we waited until the

Trucking
last minute to ask her. All of the
planners, who searched and dispatched several different loads to
keep us loaded all the way, and
to John Wallace for picking Victor up in Houston and getting him
home. Thank you all.

drivers are doing it right.
Thanks Wayne for what you
do out there every day.

More praise for
efforts of the team

From Mike Hayes
Operations Mgr.

From Pat Robinson
Recruiting Mgr.

I wanted to say thanks to
everyone for the help with moving 72290 from Waco to Boise. There was a lot of coordination involved in getting this taken
care of. Thanks to Ron, Cory,
Steven, Conda, Brent, Danelle,
Mike, Victor and anyone else
who assisted in the move. Much
appreciated!

Lamont steps up
to move spare truck
From Pat Robinson
Recruiting Mgr.
I want to say thanks to Victor
Lamont for bringing a spare
truck from Waco to Boise for
us. Even knowing the weather
conditions and having to get into
a truck he wasn’t used to driving,
Victor volunteered and I appreciated it very much. Thanks for all
you do!

Drivers inspires call
from Texas motorist
From Ron Bates
Waco Terminal Mgr.
I would like to thank Wayne
Bramble for always driving
safe. Steven Crain got a call
from a motorist over near Tyler,
TX and reported that our driver
was really professional. It seems
like we always hear the negative
calls, but very rarely do we get
someone to call in to report our

Drivers adjust to
changing loads

I’d like to thank Southern
Owners Jamie Jackson and
Fred Duffy for helping us cover
some dedicated loads today. I
switched Jamie’s preloaded
backhaul to a live load at Sunbright, and asked Fred to drop
down WalMart Palestine to live
load- and both did so without
complaint. Thanks very much
gentlemen, your efforts are appreciated

Good safety start
for Vancouver/Salem
From Rebecca Moore
Vancouver Terminal Mgr.
Hats off to all the drives that
run out of the Vancouver location and Salem Dedicated drivers!
You have started off 2022 on
a high note … zero accidents or
injuries. Thank you ALL for your
continued safe working habits.

Once again, Hage
steps up to cover
From Mike Hayes
BCT Operations Mgr.
Big thanks to Mike Hage for
covering Shana’s fleet while she
is out on maternity leave.
We had a few hiccups at the
beginning, then W2 went down
for maintenance causing a shortage of loads, but since then
things have gone pretty smoothly. Mike also arranged to haul a
(Continued on page 15)
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A pair of PCA Drivers were unloading at Burley on a beautiful day in Southern Idaho. Showing off their
trucks were Bob DeChenne and David Goss, the newest company driver out of Boise. DeChenne took the

Kudos
(Continued from page 14)

condenser from OR to PCA Valdosta, saving the company $4k in
freight costs. Nice work Hagee.

Gonzalez is new but
doing a great job
From Shaun Reilly
Allentown Terminal Mgr.

Kudos to Pedro Gonzalez for
joining the fleet through Staffmark
and being able to adapt to the
business right away. He has
done a fanatic job with customers
and communication.

Four of six roadside inspections clean;
three earned by PCA Company Drivers
Of the six roadside inspections completed on PCA Company
trucks and BCT Owner Operators, and reported in March half were
clean.
Company drivers Silverio Olivia and Cervantes Zamudio out of
Wallula and Todd Garrity, out of Columbus were Company Drivers
who received clean inspections, all in their home states. The only
Owner to earn a clean inspection was Tylar Sovlia out of Wallula.
One Wallula driver was issued a violation for an ABS light. A
Jackson Owner-Operator received violations for fire extinguisher, reflective tape, air leak and an Hours of Service violation. He was
placed out of service.
Owners receive $100 on their settlements for each clean inspection.
“Clean inspections is one way our CSA safety ratings improve,”
said Randy Bailey, Manager of Driver Services and Safety. “It’s also
an indication that drivers are doing thorough pre-trip inspections.”
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Go to: www.protread.com/
1.Click Pro-Tread “User Login”
2.Login:
User ID: YourName (no space between
names)
User ID: YourName (again, exactly the
same)
3. Site ID: Type in “200744”
4.Click “Login”
5.Chose “Lesson Menu”
6.Choose “All Lessons By Title”
7.Choose “Defensive Driving”
8.Disclaimer ... Choose “Accept”
9.Lesson loads and starts automatically
10.You see “Congratulations” when
completed.

Professional drivers have many duties,
including watching out for those on the road
whose skills are limited by experience or the
many distractions other drivers allow to interfere with their driving.
Your Defensive Driving skills help protect you and others!

Click “Stop” button to get credit for completing the lesson.

Safety training for
the
Professional Drivers
of PCA & BCT

